
 

 BEFOUR AND LEVELCHANGER ANNOUNCE PARTNERSHIP 
FOCUS ON SAFE WEIGHT MANAGEMENT IN WRESTLING 

 
PALO ALTO, CA and SAUKVILLE, WI August 29, 2018  -  LevelChanger, publisher of the 

Takedown suite of market-leading collegiate and scholastic wrestling apps, and Befour TM, 

the manufacture of American-made, precision scales announce a partnership whereby the two 

companies will jointly help wrestling teams safely manage athlete weights. The first by-product 

of this partnership is an integration of Befour’s PS-6615 Bluetooth enabled wrestling scale with 

Takedown Scoring and Stats for “paperless” and automatic recording of wrestler weigh in data. 

 This feature, offered for free in the Takedown Scoring and Stats app, will be available in 

September 2018. 

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT 
Monitoring weight fluctuations in amateur wrestlers is a critical safety issue. In light of three 

weight management related wrestler deaths in 1997, both the NCAA and NFHS adopted 

programs to ascertain healthy weight targets and record “official” weights for competition. 

However, monitoring “unofficial” weights during practice days is not systematically addressed by 

either organization. This is important because unsafe weight management practices from one 

event to another -- post-competition excessive weight gain followed by dramatic weight loss -- 

can be unhealthy, even unsafe, for the wrestler.  

 

USER FEEDBACK 
Recently, LevelChanger surveyed hundreds of wrestling teams about weight management and 

monitoring “unofficial” weigh ins. Of all respondents, roughly half do not record “unofficial” weigh 

ins during practice or other non-event days. In this group, 2 out of 3 respondents claim it is too 

difficult or time consuming to record the weigh ins in a useful format.  In the group that records 

“unofficial” weigh ins, 71% use pencil and paper.  Lastly, informing parents of weight 

management issues, according to nearly half of all respondents, is the responsibility of the 

wrestler not the coaching staff. 

 

PAPERLESS, AUTOMATED SOLUTION 
Now through this partnership, LevelChanger and Befour are offering a simple and quick method 

for recording wrestler weigh ins.  Via wireless Bluetooth technology, Befour’s PS-6615 scale 

now transfers weight information to LevelChanger’s Takedown Scoring and Stats app. Because 

Takedown maintains a list of rostered wrestlers, it is easy to associate the recorded weight with 

-- more -- 



a wrestler name. For a roster of thirty wrestlers, the time required to record weigh ins for all 

wrestlers is roughly five minutes.  

 

FLAGS UNHEALTHY WEIGHT FLUCTUATIONS 
Once recorded, weight fluctuations that appear to be unhealthy are automatically flagged and 

reported by Takedown. These reports are easily shared from Takedown -- using email or text 

messaging -- to relevant third parties such as parents, trainers and coaches. The process of 

recording weigh ins and gaining insights to potentially unhealthy weight management practices 

is entirely paperless. 

 

PRICING, AVAILABILITY 
Takedown Scoring and Stats is free to download from the Apple App Store.  Weight 

management -- recording and reporting -- is also free.  This feature will be available in 

September 2018. 

 

BEFOUR’s PS-6615 scale can be ordered with Bluetooth already enabled.  For existing 

PS-6615 users without Bluetooth, an add-on module is available.  Both products are available 

now, please contact Befour for pricing and lead-time. 

 

ABOUT BEFOUR 
Befour Inc. is a privately owned, ISO certified company, designing and manufacturing, 

American-made, precision digital scales since 1979. For 40 years, Befour has produced scales 

that incorporate cutting edge technology and superior quality. More than 25,000 scales are in 

use among educational institutions, making Befour one of the most widely used scales in 

wrestling.  

 

ABOUT LEVELCHANGER 
LevelChanger™, founded in 2011, develops mobile applications for the benefit of the scholastic 

and college wrestling community, including coaches, managers, scorekeepers and fans. 

Takedown Scoring and Stats has been installed by more than 3,000 colleges, high schools, 

middle and elementary schools, and wrestling clubs worldwide.  To date, more than 210,000 

wrestling matches have been scored with Takedown. 
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For More Information 

Befour 
Kariann Thon 
Kariann@befour.com 
www.befour.com 

 

LevelChanger 
Jack Moses 
jack@levelchanger.com 
www.levelchanger.com 
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